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This paper is concerned with a generalization of the Lax Equiva-

lence Theorem dealing with the approximation of a Co-semigroup in

a Hausdorff, locally convex topological vector space, e.g. spaces of

tempered distributions. Such spaces are of interest in the study of

Cauchy problems for systems of partial differential equations with

constant coefficients. Indeed, the solution of a Cauchy problem is

generated by the action of a Co-semigroup of transformations in a

space of tempered distributions if and only if the Cauchy problem is

regular in the sense of Petrowski, cf. [2].

Let V be any locally convex topological vector space over the com-

plex numbers. Following Yosida, [3], we have the following:

Definition 1. If {P(|^0} is a family of bounded linear trans-

formations of V into itself such that

(1) T.Tt=Tt+„ t, 5^0,
(2) r0 = /, and

(3) lim<„sP(j'= T,v for each 5^0 and each vE V, then { Tt} is said

to be a Co-semigroup.

Let {Bh\h>0} be a one-parameter family of bounded linear op-

erators in V.

Definition 2. The family {Bh} is said to be consistent with { Tt}

ii and only if (Bh—Th)Tt/h—^0 as h—*0 uniformly with respect to t

for every compact interval of time.

Definition 3. The family {Bh} is said to be convergent to { Tt\ if

and only if {Bnh-Tt}-^0 as nh-^t, h->0.

Generalized Lax Equivalence Theorem. Let {Tt} be a Co-

semigroup in V and {PA| h>0} be a one-parameter family of bounded

linear operators in V. If V is barrelled and {Bh} is convergent then the

family {B"\nhf^T} is equicontinuous for all T>0. Conversely, if {Bh}

is consistent with {Tt} and the family {B"\nh^T} is equicontinuous

for all T>0 then {Bh} is convergent.

Proof. As is well known, cf.   [3], the topology in a Hausdorff,
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locally convex topological vector space is generated by a family of

seminorms {|| ||P|££P}.

First let Vbe barrelled and \Bh} convergent. Then by the Uniform

Boundedness Theorem, cf. [3], the family {B"\nh<T} will be equi-

continuous if for every vE V the set {B\v\nh ^ /} is bounded. Assume

that there exists avEY, a bounded sequence {ra,-, h,\, and a semi-

norm || -||p such that IIp^JMIIp-*°° as i—x». Choose a subsequence,

\nh hj} such that nfc-^t as ;'->». Then ||P^(v)||pg||(P^-P(>||3,
+ || Ttv\\p^K< oo. But this is a contradiction.

Second, let {P«} be consistent with {P<} and the family

{B"\nht=T\ be equicontinuous for all P>0. Then {Sn} will be con-

vergent if for any veV, any sequence {ra,-, hi} such that ht—>0 and

nihi—>t>0, and any seminorm ||-||PI ||(£Jj—P«)j>||p—>0. But

|| iB%- Tt)v\\p^\\iBli- Tv,hMl+\\(Tnih- T/)v\\p!
It is easy to verify that

\\iBh\ — Tnih/)v\\p ̂  h zZ   BnA—'—--} Tim-i-uhiV
k=o \       hi      / p

^ chi 2-j    (-:-) T(m-i-k)*?
k=0        \ h, / q

for some c>0 and some seminorm ||-||a because of equicontinuity.

Given €>0, consistency implies that there exists an /i>0 such that

\\iiBnt - THj/h/jTim-i-mAU = */2cil + t)

and h^iSl+t for all OrSfc^ra;— 1 and i'SzIi. Furthermore, because

Tt} is a Co-semigroup there exists an /2>0 such that i^I2 implies

| (P,.<ni-r,)HI«^€/2.Thus,

||(P„; - T/)v\\p S e*HK(e/2«(l + t)) + «/2 ^ e

for all i^max(/i, /2). QED.
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